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jllichigan Intelligence Network Team. A 1.1Yop.;rmn which was nut into opera
tion in the fall of 1969 Hith the aid of Federal fu~ding and termin~ted 
on June 30;"1974, a period of approximately .fo.u~ years . 

The primary goal of this urogram Has to gather! analyze and disseminate 
strategic and tactical information regarding organized crime figures 
and syndicated criminal activity in the State o£ Michigan. 

This was accomplished by the creation of a mUlti-agency unit which: 

a. Condu~~ed strategic, coordinated surveillance investigations. 

b. Analyzed and disseminated intellip.;ence information to federal, 
state and local enforcement agencies. 

c. And provided education and training to police ~ersonne1 in the 
methods and techniclUes of conducting surveillance investigations 
into organized crime. 

The excellent support and participation from the many law enforcement 
agencies is credited for making this project a success. Their suppbrt 
witnessed the expansion of an initial involve~ent of sixteen officers 
from three agencies to a hundred and three officers fro~ nineteen 
separated bureaus and agencies on a full or part-time basis. These 
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r.lichigan State Police Intelligence 
Attorney Generals Organized Crime Unit 
Detroit Police Denartment 

Intelligence" Section 
Racket Conspiracy Section 
Internal Affairs Section 

'Sterling Heights Police 
Warren Police 
St. Clair Shores Police 
Southfield Police 

26 Officers 
6 Agents 

8 Officers 
13 Officers 

3 0f£i co rs 
8 Officers 
8 Officers 
2 Offi ce rs 
8 Officers 
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Birmingham Police 
Royal Oak Police 
Fraser Police 
Livonia Police 
W. Bloomfield Twp. Police 
Ann Arbor Police 
Wyandotte Police 
Wayne County Sheriff Dept. 
Genesee County Prosecutors Org. Crime Unit 

2 Officers 
1 Officer 
1 Officer 
7 Officers 
1 Officer 
2 Officers 
1 Officer 
4 Officers 
1 Officer 

The program operated under the directorship of the Michigan State 
Police Intelligence Section Commander, who was guided by a body 
of Strategy Consultants that represented local government. Their 
primary responsibility was to assist the director in proposing 
targets and formulating strategy in the operation of the M.I.N.T. 
Unit. . 

Direct Supervision of the Unit was placed under the State Police 
Coordinator, who had the daily overall administrative responsi
bility of the Team. 

As of April, 1972 the Michigan Intelligence Network Team has been 
quartered in the Michigan National Guard Armory located in Oak Park, 
Michigan, a suburb of Detroit. Prior to this date, the unit had 
used facilities located in the Detroit Police Department, which was 
shared with that department's Intelligence Unit. This move provided 
the Uni t with much more needed office space, increasing efficiency 
and as a surveillance unit, did not identify its operation with any 
police department. 

The normal operating strength of the Unit 'has been twenty-one 
officers, who were assigned to two surveillance teams and a staff 
and investigative unit. 

The surveillance teams consisted of two Units, comprised of seven 
men, each operating in two shifts, seven days a week. Their 
primary function is in conducting investigative surveillance of 
organized crime targets and submitting detailed notes of their 
activities. 

The Staff and Investigative Unit had the responsibility of making 
staff and field investigation, the gathering of tactical and 
strategic information in support of the surveillance units. This 
included indepth investigations into verifications relating to 
business relationships, ownerships and investments, updating 
individual background data on organized crime figures and their 
associates, updating vehicle registration files as it relates to 
these individuals. 

(2) 
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Over the past four years, this information was continually dissem
inated. Those departments that participated by the contribution 
of personnel, received information directly in the form of photo
copies of investigation files. All other agencies received informa
tion directly through the Michigan Intelligence Central files, a 
system for the exchange of information between jurisdiction through-
out Michigan~ . 

In addition to the above agencies, constant liaison and the latest 
intelligence was continually furnished to the Federal Task Force, 
Michigan Intelligence Network Task Force, Wayne Gounty Organized 
Crime Task Force, as well as the Oakland County Prosecutors Organ
ized Crime Unit. 

The intelligence data disseminated was the result of the Units 
investigative surveillance on fifty-six "targets" all described 
as "higher echelon" members of organized crime. Also included 
during this period of operation was the investigation of ninety
six satellites or close associates of main tar~et figures, as well 
as coverage through the use of photography and surveillance of all 
funerals regarding these figures, plus all weddings of their 
children. 

It must be stated heye, that M.I.N.T. was not established as a 
p~osecution force, but as an intelligence gathering unit. This 
~nformation was then disseminated to other agencies for the purpose 
of prosecution. 

Investigations that were initiated by the Michigan Intelligence 
Network Team and turned over to and carried through to fruition 
by various agencies of jurisdiction included the investigation of 
overt crimes such as murder, arson, extortion and auto theft, and 
covert crimes such as income tax evasion, smuggling, illegal entry 
into the United States, gambling,. loan sharking, and the infiltra
tion of legitimate businesses by organized crime figures. 

In highlighting this units close cooperation with local, state 
and federal agencies in providing invaluable intelligence informa
tion and useable court evidence, M.I.N.T. surveillance provided 
the main photographic and eyewitness accounts of two Federal Agents 
that were indicted on six counts along with several other persons 
in conspiring to sell and distribute narcotics. 

Inas.much as these two agents were familiar with the operation and 
personnel assigned to M.r.N.T., made this surveillance investi
gation much more difficult. The success of this investigation did 
much to alleviate the fear of a few agencies who believed that a 
multi-agency such as M.I.N.T. could not function without a security 
problem. 

(3) 
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Another important achievement of this program has been its contri
bution to the education of intelligence officers in the field of 
organized crime. This included staff functions of an intelligence 
effort, the processing, evaluation and background investigation 
effort performed on raw intelligence. The training received in 
performing the analyst function as it relates to this and other 
intelligence efforts. The training in surveillance, becoming 
familiar with organized crime figures, their associates and their 
habitants. This last point becoming 'more meaningful since the 
exodus of these figures into the suburbs of the major areas. As 
previously stated, this unit has had approximately a hundred and 
three officers permanently assigned or rotated on a three month 
basis. 

In addition to having officers trained by active participation 
within the program, the expertise of M.I.N.T. personnel was used 
to train officers in cooperation with the Intelligence Officers 
Training School sponsored by the Michigan Intelligence Network 
(M.I.N.). The Unit participated in three such schools. 

In 1970 a sixty-minute movie training film, which had been prepared 
in conjunction with M.LN.T. was produced, dealing in surveillance 
and intelligence techniques. This film is currently being shown 
nationally as well as in Canada to all law enforcement agencies 
having units engaged in this type of enforcement. A copy of this 
film was also sent to Washington (L.E.A.A.) and has been reported 
to be a very beneficial tool in training Intelligence personnel. 

Of course, this program could not have operated so efficiently 
without the assistance of federal funding. Equipment acquired 
o~er the past four years has played a maj'or part in making the 
project a success. This included seventeen vehicles, mobile and 
portable radios, binoculars, camera equipment, as well as office 
equipment and three secretaries required for staff operations. 
Also, federal funding made possible the installation of a photo 
dark room, which expedited the availability of M.I.N.T. photos 
for surveillance units. These facilities were also made available 
to other participating agencies. 

As required by the special conditions set under the Grant Award, 
the final progress report containing a detailed summation and 
evaluation of the four year operation of M.I.N.T. has been sub
mitted. This report, which contains the accomplishments, officers 
trained, the problems encountered and end results was prepared by 
Mr. Gregory W. Phillips, Michigan Program Assistant, L.E.A.A. -
Region V. in cooperation with M.I.N.T .. As reflected in that 
report, the true evaluation of M.I.N.T. was made by the many law 

(4) 
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enforcement agencies that participated in the project, either by 
the contribution of personnel or through the dissemination of 
M.I.N.T. information. (Evaluation Report attached) 

That evaluation report will substantiate the fact that the Michigan 
Intelligence Network Team has developed into one of the most unique 
programs in the State of Michigan, as well 'as the United States. 
Unique in that participation from the many law enforcement agencies 
has greatly reduced the mistrust that exists between agencies in 
this line of investigation and unique in that all agencies engaged 
in the efforts of gathering evidence and prosecuting on the local, 
state and federal level receive the necessary intelligence informa
tion now.' Before, this type of information was held back because 
of professional jealousy between agencies or mistrust which has 
no foundation. 

With the exception of vehicles and binoculars, all equipment 
acquired through federal funding will be retained under State Police 
control. Of the seventeen vehicles and sixteen pairs of binoculars 
received, the following nine vehicles, equipped with radios, and 
nine pairs of binoculars will be signed over to the Detroit Police 
Department for use in organized criminal activities: 

1-164 
1-165 
1-166 
1-167 
1-181 
1-182 
1-186 
1-187 
1-188 

1973 Oldsmobile 
1973 Buick 
1973 Ford 
1973 Chevrolet 
1971 Ford 
1971 Ford 
1971 Chevrolet Sd. 
1971 Chev. Chevelle 
1971 Plymouth Sd. 

9 pair of BURTON DURA,-TEST BINOCULARS 

#3F37K3M2l9508 
#4D37J3H139967 
#3B25Q157073 
#1657R3ll4l670 
#lH25H1987l4 
#lw586l94735 
#1346911536087 
# 134'69115 36010 
#RL4lLlG204882 

Serial #213400 
#213395 
#213405 
#213430 
#213416 
#213401 
#213410 
#213439 
#213436 

Cranberry Red 
Silver/Gray 
Light Blue 
Dark Blue 
Black 
Gold 
Sandelwood tan 
Dark Green 
Green 

In conclusion, the M.I.N.T. concept, a centralized multi-agency, 
full time effort to gather and disseminate organized crime intelli
gence, will continue in the State of Michigan under State budgeting 
with the support and participation of both state and local govern
ments. 

(5) 
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EVALUATION REPORT 

Title: Michigan Interligence Network Team (MINT) 

Grantee: Michigan Office of Criminal Justice Programs 

Implementing Agency: Michigan Department of state Police 

Funding History: . 

Grant Numbers Project Periods Federal Support . 

70 DF 038 ,12/1/69 - 12/31/71 $ 67,3.00 
/ 

71 DF 666 2/27/71 - 2/26/72 ~ ,. 214 I 8 3 3 J'r )/'/ ?'( r( 
.,.J ) '-'.J 

72 DF 05 0037 7/15/72 - 2/25/73 148.950

J 73 DF 05 0010 5/15/73 - 5/14/74 110,254 . 

Purpose of the Projeyt: The MINT objective has been to 

gather, analyze, and disseminate strategic and tactical in-

formation regarding orga~ized crime figures and syndicated 

criminal activity in the state of Michigan. MINT is not an 

enforcement unit, but is intended to provide informational 

support to other units, whether at the state, local or 

federal level, which are attempting to gain arrests and 

convictions against organized crime figures. 

\, 

I. tvlc thodology 

A. Organization and Authority Structure. 

The MINT project iS,a joint state and local government 

effor~ to control organized crime in Michigan. It is staffed 

by men from the Michigan state Police and by local police 

department officers . 

• .... l' • "', "' .. 
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Administrative nnd field authority are vested in the 

State Police so that all participating personnel, including 

the local officers will have state-wide jurisdiction, giving 

MINT an advantage not enjoyed by many other units. 

MINT is coordinated by a full-time Michigan State 

Police Lieutenant who reports to the Comluander of the state 

Police Intelligence Section. 
,-

A' strntegy group proposes surveillance targets and 

formulates broad policies for the operation of " the unit. 

This group is comprised of high-level representatives from 

the State Attorrtey General~s Office, th~ Department of State 

Police, and the Detroit Police Dep~rtment. 

B. Strategy of Operntion. 

MINT's twenty-two agents are split into three squads, 

tHO of which are surveillance units, and one of which is a 

staff and investigative unit. In general, these squads 

rotate functions so that each agent gains exposure . ~ all 

aspects of intelligence work. To provide a necessary degree 

of continuity in th~ maintenance of the unit's files, however, 

some agents are kept on the staff squad on a permanent 

staff squad before being exposed to actual surveillance work 

in the field. 
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The surveillance teams consist of two units, comprised 

of seven men eoch operating in two shifts, seven days a 

week. Their primary f~nction is to, conduct investigative 

surveillance on organized crime targets and submit detailed 

notes on their activities. 

The staff and investigative unit has the re~ponsibility 

of making staff and field investigations, gathering tactical 

and ~trategic information in support of the surveillance 

units. This squad performs in-depth investigations of a 

target's business relationships, O\'merships, and investrnen"ts. 

It also updates individual background data on organized 

crime figures and t~eir associates, as well as ~hicle 

registration files that are related to these individuals. A 

further function of thi£ unit is to perform analysis of the 

data submitted. by the surveillan~e crews, or in other words, 

to determine the relevance and importance of various bits of 

information obtained through surveillance. 

Once processed, information is disseminated to user 

agencies in the following ways. If the agency is a participating 

unit (that is, it contributes personnel to MINT), it receives 

information directly in the form of photocopies of investigation 

files. All other agencies can receive information directly 

through the Michigan Intelligence Central File, provided 

thei are members of the Network, a system for the exchange 

of law enforcement information between jurisdictions throughout 

l1ichigan; 

" 



A substantial amount of information is available to any 

interested law enforcement units on an informal basis. A 

notable feature of this project is easy and complete access 

of information contained in the MINT working files that 

various law enforcement units have enjoyed over the past 

four years. 

c. Relationship to State-wide Organized Cri~e Effort. 

MiNT fills a u~ique niche in the Michigan organized 

crime control effort. Unlike most other units, ,which aim to 

arrest, investigate, and/or prosecute orga6ized crime 

figures, MINT serves primarily as an intelligence gathering 

unit. This informatibn is then made available to these 

other units for their use 1n obtaining arrests and convictions. 
, 

Virtually no other unit in Michigan has the capability of 

'conducting full-time surveillance on a. long-term basis. 

No other unit can supply enforcement agencies \~ith the in-

depth intelligence that is provided by MINT. 

NINT if further set apart by its multi-agency composi-

tion, involving the efforts of both State and local law 

enforcement officers. This particular aspect of MINT is 

judged to be extremely valuable, because it promotes a 

worthwhile degree of interagency cooperation that has been 

largely missin~ in the effort against organized crime to date. 

MINT has served as' an intelligence resource for a large 

number and great, variety of enforcement agencies. Among the 

users of MINT information are: The Michigan state Police, 

' .. I 



the Detroit Police Department, the Michigan Attorney General's 

Office/Organized Crime Unit; the police departments of 

i-jarren, st. Clair Shores, Sterling Heights i Southfield, 

Livonia, Birmingham, Royal OQk, WYQndotte, Flint, Fraser, 

Ann Arbor, and West Bloomfield Township; and the Federal 

Strike Force, the Michigan Intelligence Network·Task Force, 

the Wayne County Task Force, the Michigan DepQrtment of 

Treasury, the Oakland County Prosecutor's Organized Crime 

Unit8 the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the Ontario Provin-

cial Police, and the Winds~r Police Department. In addition, 

numerous other contacts have been made with other units in 

various parts of the United States, including California, 

Texas, and Florida. 

II. Administrative History of Projecf 

The Michigan Intelligence Network Team was conceived 

and operationalized in late 1969. At this tim~, MINT did 

not yet have Federal funding, and therei'ore faced a number 

of obstacles in getting itself start~d .. 

One of the first and foremost needs, after that of ob-

taining staffing from participating police departments, was 

the acauisi tion of vehicles and a communica·tions capability. 
.... • I , 

At this early stage, vehicles were donated by some of the 

local participating ~olice agencies. Unfortunately, the 

COffi\lmnications problem was not so easily solved ';'lith the 
I 

un-availability of mutually compatible radio gear. Until 

suitable equ~pment could be obtained under the Federal 

" 
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grant, field operations had to be coordinated through the 

usc of shuttle CJrs. This rather laborious and awkward 

procedure proved that an ambitious interagency surveillance 

venture like MINT can survive even without the supposedly 

bare necessities of doing business, namely radio equipillent. 

The unit's Coordinator position at first rotated among 

the participating agencies, changing on a periodic basis. 

This arrangement created administrative problems, so that 

this position was eventually made permanent. 

To a large degree, the most important achieveme~t in 

the early life of the grant was MINT's ability to secure the 

whole-hearted support and patronage of many of the various 

police administrators in ,the Detroit area. This support, in 

turn, \.;as largely the result of the MINT founders' personal 

salesmanship and prev~ously established professional ties 

with these administrators. For any sprih interagency unit, 

it is judged to be extremely important that the coordinator 

be acceptable to and well acquainted with the heads of 

agencies that would work with the un{t: 

III. Results of Prqject 

A. Difficulties in Measuring Project Worth. 

In a very real sense, it is impossible to measure the 

true worth of the MINT projec~ with strictly scientific 

devices or quantitative instruments. Nor is the sheer 

amount of effort expended a good indicator of the value of 

. '~" . . .... ., 
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this unit's contribution to the public 'good. The impact of 

the MINT project on Michigan's organized crime control 

effort cannot be portrayed meaningfully by such things as 

the number of items of information gathered and dissemianted, 

the number of manhours devoted to an investigation, or even 

the number of arrests and convictions obtained. 

In part, this is true because MINT comprises only one 

part of the overall effort against organized crime in !1ichigani 

other aspects not covered include investigation and prosecution. 

To judge the worth of MINT based on the number of arrests 

and convictions of orgnnized crime individuals iG to ~ssumc 

that these other functi6ns are be~ng served with maximum 

efficiency by other units, an assumption that is probably 

not true. 

Also, by the very nature of surveillance work, there is 

usually no \Vay to foresee the value of a piece of information--

a license tag number, for example--so that much of the 

effort expended by a surveillance unit 'will practically 

speaking not yield actual arrests and convictions. Without 

,this comprehensive approach to information gathering, law 

enforcement agencies would effectively be prohibited from 

understanding the identities and activities of orgartized , 

crime figures •. An official of a Michigan-based federal 

organized crime unit explains: "Experience should have 

taught us that we ~ust be in the intelligence business every 

• ";t', 
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day and night ••.. We cannot totally rely on our regular 

enforcement procedures to provide the investigative leads 

and corroborating evidence that will prevent yet Qnother to 

infiltrate and to become so entrenched that it is almost 

impossible to identify them, let alone bring a successful 

prosecution against them." It thus becomes clear that a seem-

ingly inefficient operation (when judged solely by the 

number of arre[~ tf; <lnd convict.ions ()lJ !:.:d.ncd) :i.;. .<tc tU;.llly 

indispcnsible to effective organized crime control. 

B. Objectives. 

This project can and should ~~. assessed accordin~ to 

its professed objectives. As with all 0rganized crime 

units, the overall objective of the MINT project is the 
/ 

reduction and suppression.of organized crime in the State 

of r-1ichigan. In order to achieve this overall goal, 

MINT aims to accomplish the following sub-objectives: 

1. To acquire, analyze, and disseminate organized 

crime intelligence to agencies that can use this 

information for obtaining arrests and convictions • 

.2. To promote interagency cooperation at all levels 

of government in Michigan's organized crime control 

effort. 
, 

3. To provide local law enforcemen~ agencies with 

a resource of trained surveillance investigators through 

the training and utilization of local agency personnel· 

on the MINT unit. 

• .~t;. 
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4. To maintain the currency and accuracy of infor-

mation available on known org~n~~ed crime indivi-

duals. 

c. Evaluaton of Project by Outside Agencies 

Since the MINT unit cannot realistically,be expected 

to evaluate itself in an objective fashion, the frank opinions 

of outside agencies were solicited to help determine the 

degree to which MINT was successful in meeting the above 

sub-objectives. These agencies fall into two groups, those 

that participated in the MINT program by contributing personnel 

to the unit (Participating Units) and those that were merely 

users of MINT information (Non-participating Units). These 

agencies were asked to r~spond to the four questions shown 

in the following table, which summarizes their responses. 

Copies of each agency's response are collected at the end 
,~
'I' 

of this report ,in an appendix. 

*** 
PA'l~TICIPl\TING 

UNI'l'S '(N==13) 
1. Em., useful to YoeJr agency 
has the information provided 
by !:UNT been? 

a. Critically important 6 

b. Usually helpful 4 

c. Sometimes useful 1 

.... 
" 

NON-PARTICIPATING 
UNrl'S (N=lO) 

1 

9 

o 

o 

• ··iIt'., 
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PARTICII'Nl'ING 
UNI'l'S (N-13) 

2. If personnel from your 
agency participated in the 
MINT project, was the training 
that was provided them .•. 

a. Extremely valuable? 

b. Generally worthwhile? 

c. Somewhat beneficial? 

d. of negligible worth? 

e. Not applicable. 

3. What effect has MINT had 
on the quality of formal and 
informal cooperation beb;een 
your agency and other law 
enforcement unit~ working in 
the organized crime area? 

11 

2 

o 

o 

o 

a. Significantly positive 7 

b. Somewhat beneficial 4 

c. No effect 1 

d. Damaging' 0 

4. Overall, \vould you recommend 
that the MINT project be continued? 

a. NO. 

b. YES. 

c. If yes, would you recommend 
that MINT be expanded? 

1. NO. 

2. YES. 

*** 

'" 

1 

10 

o 

6 

• t •• 

NON-PARTIC!PATING 
UNITS (N-IO) 

o 

o 

o 

o 

10 

7 

3 

0 

0 

o 

9 

o 

9 

. '",., 

,~ 

," 
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The fourth sub-objective, that of maintaining the 

currency and accuracy of intelligence, is judged to be ful-

filled by virtue of the fact that MINT generates and dissemin-

ates approximately 1,000 items of ne~ data of organized 

crime figures and their activities every month. 

The other three sub-objectives were addressed directly 

by outside agency evaluations. From their letters, the 

following conclusions can be drawn about the MINT unit's 

operation: 

1. In general, respondents indicated that the informa-

tion provided by HINT ha's been "usually helpfu~" to' "cri tic-

ally important". This permits the conclusion that the sU,b- :~. 

objective, to acquire, analyze, and disseminate intelligence, 

has been successfully accomplished by HINT. An important 

observation is that the Participating Units tended to rate 

the value of !<IINT information higher than'did the Non-

Participating Units, an indication that the units that 

contributed personnel were deriving greater benefit from 

MINT as a result of their investment. 

2. For all the Participating Units, an overwhelming 

majority indicated that the training provided their personnel 

by experience with· MINT was "extremely valuable", while only 

t\vO, said that' training \'las only "generally worthwhile". 

Generally, the letters displayed great enthusiasm for the 

training benefits accrued by their agents ~hile serving on 

the MINT unit • 

• 'P', 
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It is therefore concluded that the sub-objective, to create 

a resource of trained su~veillance investigators, was success

fully accomplished. 

3. Both the participating and the Non-participating 

Units in general agreed that MINT h25 had a "~.ignificantly 

positive" effect on the quality of formal and informal'coop

eration between agencies working in the organized crime area. 

The remaining minority ~n each group 'said that the MINT unit 

has had a "somewhat beneficial" effect on the quality of inter

agency cooperation. This 'permits the conclusion that this project 

has successfully promoted cooperation between agencies in 

Michigan's organized crime control effort. 

Respondents were asked to indicate whether they would re

commend that the project be continued, to -;vhich oven"helming 

majorities of both groups answered affirmatively. Those 

that answered' positively were then asked whether they would 

recommend that MINT be expanded. All answers ,.,ere positive. 

It is therefore concluded that the vast majority of units familiar 

with MINT's operation perceive the project as having been 

,vorth,.,hile and as -;vorthy of continuat;.ion and even expansion. 

Finally, the outside units were asked to indicate in 

what,respect they believed that MINT could be 'improved. Several 

respondents believed that the unit should be' expanded either 

geographically to concentrate on other parts of the State 

. , 
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besides the Detroit area, or in terms of taking on additional 

tusks or additional kinds of targets. Two respondents 

specifically suggested th~t targets should include lower 

level syndica,te figures,' since "the workers will shm<1 the 

pattern of thinking from the top". Two agencies indicated a 
" 

belief that MINT I s disse.mination of information to in-

divid~al jurisdictions could be improved, particularly 

regarding the presence and activities of underworld members 

living within an agency's jurisdiction. Two other ag~ncies, 

one a Participating Unit and the oth~r'a-NonParticipating 

Unit, saw the need for greater involvement in the MINT 

project by outside agencies. Only one depa~tment, a Partici-

pating Unit, saw a need to tmprove the actual inner workings 

of l'-IINT, suggesting "better line ,of communication bet.ween 
\ . . . 

staff and surveillance teams" might be in order. 

D. Operational Difficulties 

In addition to possible problem areas pointed out by 

the outside-agency responses, one finds a number of serious 

operational difficulties that have beset the effectiveness 

of this unit, nnd, to a large de9ree, the entire organized 

crime control effort in Michigan. 

First, despite the progress made by MINT in promoting 

interagency cooperation, a key obstacle to improved operational 

". '. f'.~. I .' .. 
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success in the organized crime area remains the long-standing 

reticence of different agencies in exchanging information 

with one another. It appears that most uni~s are extremely 

willing to use th~ information di~3eminated by MINT, whether 

received directly or through the Michigan Intelligence 

Network Central File, but that some of these same units are 

reluctant to share with MINT information that they had de-

veloped themselves. These units may believe that any infor-

mation donated to the MINT unit will suffer a serious security 

risk because MINT inform~tion is widely dissemin~ted among 

other agencies. In fact, hmV'ever" the \V'idespn~ad sharing of 

MINT intelligence has never resulted in damage to an investiga-

tion. Nevertheless, the organized crime control effort in this , 

State has apparently a long way ~o travel before perfect 

cooperation can be realized. 

A second barrier t6 complete success is the inherent nature 

of organized crime itself. Much of the activities of under-

world figures are so-called "victimless II crimes, \vhich 

necessarily means that 1m.; enforcemenot agencies suffer from 

a lack of willing w~tnesses to help build cases. This un

willingness is \vorsened by the strong element' of fear among 

otherwise cooperative individuals who face terrorist repri-
. 

sals at the hands of syndicate criminals. T~is barrier by 

itself guarantees that' successful prosecutions will continue to 

be difficult to assemble in the future. 

1 
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Perhaps the most seriQus barrier to marked success in the 

organized crime area has been the fragmentation of effort 

which ~urrently exists ~n Michigan's organized crime control 

effort. In the CitY,of Detroit alone there are eight groups 

comp~ised of State, local, or Federal ,law enforcement officers 

""orking on the same members of the local organized crime 

group. 'This has lead not only to the obvious expense to the 

public of needless duplication of effort, but is has resulted 

in acrimonious interagency jealousies. It eve~has been the 

cause of the disruption of current surveillances through too 

many crews being on the same investigation, getting in each 

other's \Vay. But the greatest harm of this duplication is 

that the State lacks a clear set of priorities for the 

coordination and efficient direction of its organized crime 

control effort. 

IV. Recommendations' 

Based on the numer9us positive evaluations of this unit 

by other la~ enforcement agencies that have led experience 

with MINT over the past four years, particularly where 

these units are the users of MINT's product, it is recommended 

that the essential nature of MINT--a·centralized, multi-

agency, full-time effort to gather and disseminate organized . , 

crime intelligencc--be retained throqgh,cont~nued support 

and participation on the part of both State a11d loc~l 
u. governments. 
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A centralization of the intelligence function is re-

commended since this has been shm'ln in MINT's case to prevent 

time consuming, expensive, counterproductive duplication of 

work by several agencies. MINT represents this c8ntralization. 

It is further stressed that MINT's mult~-agency aspect 

be retained and perhaps even expanded, since this factor is 

judged to be'responsible not only for facili~ating an un-

precedented degree of cooperation among different juris-

dictions, but also for permitting the equally unprecedented 
, . . ' 

flow of information between agencies and widespread ais-

semination of accurate, up-to-date intelligence on organized 

crime figures. MINT therefore represents a breaking down of 

inter-jurisdictional barriers to effective prosection of 

racketeers. 

Furth~r, it is recommended that the intelligence function 

performed by MINT for Michigan be retained as a full-time 

operation, unfettere~ by competing' obligations, even if this 

function is incorporated into an all-~ncompassing unit. 

HIN'r roproscn l:fi such i:1 ful1- t imo commi tm0.nt. 

Da~>cd on tllt! opcro. tional diff leu 1 ties cncoun tcrcd hy 

MINT, as described earlier, it is recommended that a st~tc-

wide unit be created which combines all of the aspects of 
: 

the Michigan organized crime control program~-i~vestigation, 

prosecution, and intelligence. If such a unit were modeled 

,', 
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after MINT, involving the personnel of all interested 

jurisdictions, the long-standing problem of a lack of 

interagency cooperation would be further abated, as has been 

the experience of the f·UNT program in this regard. In the 

area of fostering interagency cooperation, MINT can be 

viewed as a successful prototype for a great~y expanded 

unit, both in terms of exercising ~ full range of organized 

crime control activities, and in terms of having a broader 

range of personnel from other units 'to participate in this 

nm'l unit. , , 

The creation of a single state-wide organi~ed crime 

control unit would further eliminate the fragmentation of 

effort which currently exists in Michigan's organized crime 

control effort. The practical benefits of such a consolida-

tion would include: , . , 

1. Reduced expense to the public. No longer would the 

taxpayer have to support a mUltiplicity of jurisdictions to 

perform a task that can be performed by a single unit. 

2. Reduced interagency strife and competition. No 

longer would a multiplicity of agencies by vying with one 

another for the credit and recognition necessary for continu-

ation of their va~ious projects .. 

. 3. Increased efficiency of operation. Various agencies 

would no longer be disrupting each other'~ pursuit of the 

... 
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,. 

, . 
s.Jme targets. 

4. Increased sense of priority. No longei would a 

loose confcdcrl..l tion os semi.-autollomou~'; uni ts be free to set 

for themselves largely unrelated objectives. 

5. Increased utilization of available intelligence. 
, 

No longer would there exist the possibility of intelligence 

being gathered without consideration given to prosecution 
,to 

priorities, or of prosecutions being prioritized without 

avlareness of existing intelligence on,organiz~d crime activities . 
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